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X-CORE: GALACTIC PEST Android 2.3.3 + Version: 1.15 $0 X-CORE. Galactic plague. Pro (MOD, Money/Unlocked) – a great strategy in which gamers have the rare chance to visit in the shoes of the most vicious alien invaders and win the last planet Earth. We all know what each end such a scenario almost successfully arranged a blitzkrieg, a lone hero, the whole thing collapsed. No! This time it should be very considered approach to this event and prepare the basics well. Well, after just a sea of options. Updated to version 1.15! X-CORE. Galactic plague. Pro (MOD, много денег) - Воистину
порачая стратегия, в которой вам водиться роль за приьельев, которым нудно унизточить всеч расу еловечества и зазазватиь планету Земля. В игре зорояаяая 3D граяика и великолепный геймплей, который не даст вам сосскзузиться ни на минуту. Description: X CORE Galactic Plague
Pro – a great strategy where players have a rare opportunity to follow in the footsteps of the same evil alien invaders and eventually conquer planet Earth. We all know how every similar scenario ends - an almost successful blitzkrieg, a lone hero, the whole idea has failed. No! This time you have to
approach this event very carefully and prepare the bridgehead well. Well, then the options are only the sea.x-core-galactic-pest-pro-v1.24-mod.apk X-Core. Galactic Plague is a very difficult strategy for Android. Take sides with the alien invaders and attack the earthlings with game mechanics such as in
Plague or Pandemic. Only 10% of players can boast full levels. Test yourself. Fight the earthlings. X-Core. The galactic plague is a real war. A space war that describes the shock of alien civilizations and earthlings. There have always been wars, but you will never forget this war. Like the plague, the
invaders of galaxies will attack the Earth and leave behind a wasteland. The aliens are attacking like never before! The pathetic landlady can't avoid the invasion. They must therefore prepare their primitive weapons, their missiles and their tanks - anything that can help them survive this collision.
Supported Android {4.0 and UP} Supported Android Version:- Jelly Bean(4.1–4.3.1)- KitKat (4.4–4.4.4)- Lollipop (5.0–5.0.1) - Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1) - Nougat (7.0 – 7.1.1) - Oreo (8.0-8.1) - Pie (9.0) New race ! New update! Powerful Cult of the Ancients decided to take over the Earth.Do you think this
is just a strategy game? It's about human existence! Play like old cultists with a new unique battle strategy. Perform the call ritual, make sacrifices, change new assistants in your cult and spread a real mental plague or psychological infection the world! Dive into the abyss of madness by creating a mental
outbreak of a pandemic. Use a sinister strategy to destroy humanity. But be careful not to fool yourself before completing the Great Ritual.Enjoy a new cult strategy games in the best traditions of Howard Lovecraft.X-Core.Galactic Plague is a strategy game about an aliens outbreak. Play as alien
invaders. It is like a plague taking over cities and continents, first in secret, then apparently until the earth is destroyed. Try to take over the earth. Don't let people raise the issue. Develop a strategy to take over the planet. No matter who you play for - insectoids, ancient aliens, energetic entities, or the
mighty USSR race - United Space Socialistic Republics. Think strategically, trade fast, conquer continents and cities. Created in the spirit of the highest rated strategy games X-Core. Galactic Plague will allow you to use your mind. Don't let humanity discover you too soon. Prepare Earth for the alien
invasion. This is not just a strategy game - this is a galactic battle. The winner will receive the Earth.X-Core. Galactic Plague is a really challenging strategy game for Android. Take on the role of alien invaders and attack earthlings with game mechanics as in Plague or Pandemic. Test yourself. Fight
against earthlings. X-Core. Galactic Plague is not a common strategy game. It's a real war. A space war depicting a clash of alien civilizations and earthlings. There have always been wars, but you will never forget this battle. Like the plague, galaxy invaders will attack the Earth and leave only a
precipitation wasteland after them. Aliens attack like never before! Pathetic earthlings can't avoid the invasion. So they need to prepare their primitive weapons, rockets, tanks – anything that can help them survive this collision.11 alien species are available to you:-Greys-Reptiloids-Insectoids-Egyptian
gods-Psychotrons-Biomorphs-Creatures-Machines-Galaxy Council-USSR – United Space Socialistic Republics-CultistsMore than fifty strategic variants to invade the Earth are available to you. Large upgrade trees allow you to evolve in the midst of your invasion business. Aliens vs Earthlings - a banal
theme for many strategy games. A banal theme turned upside down will make you feel like a leader of an alien invading army. It's up to you how to proceed. X-files won't help earthlings, XCOM won't save earthlings. They will be dead or enslaved. Forward, my space general! Lead your army to victory! Be
the plague, be the epidemic, evolve, kill, conquer! New race ! New update! Powerful Cult of the decided to take over the Earth.Do you think this is just a strategy game? It's about human existence! Play like old cultists with a new unique battle strategy. Perform the call ritual, make sacrifices, turn new
assistants into your cult, and a real mental plague or psychological infection all over the world! Dive into the abyss of madness by creating a mental outbreak of a pandemic. Use a sinister strategy to destroy humanity. But be careful not to fool yourself before completing the Great Ritual.Enjoy a new cult
strategy games in the best traditions of Howard Lovecraft.X-Core.Galactic Plague is a strategy game about an aliens outbreak. Play as alien invaders. It is like a plague taking over cities and continents, first in secret, then apparently until the earth is destroyed. Try to take over the earth. Don't let people
raise the issue. Develop a strategy to take over the planet. No matter who you play for - insectoids, ancient aliens, energetic entities, or the mighty USSR race - United Space Socialistic Republics. Think strategically, trade fast, conquer continents and cities. Created in the spirit of the highest rated strategy
games X-Core. Galactic Plague will allow you to use your mind. Don't let humanity discover you too soon. Prepare Earth for the alien invasion. This is not just a strategy game - this is a galactic battle. The winner will receive the Earth.X-Core. Galactic Plague is a really challenging strategy game for
Android. Take on the role of alien invaders and attack earthlings with game mechanics as in Plague or Pandemic. Test yourself. Fight against earthlings. X-Core. Galactic Plague is not a common strategy game. It's a real war. A space war depicting a clash of alien civilizations and earthlings. There have
always been wars, but you will never forget this battle. Like the plague, galaxy invaders will attack the Earth and leave only a precipitation wasteland after them. Aliens attack like never before! Pathetic earthlings can't avoid the invasion. So they need to prepare their primitive weapons, rockets, tanks –
anything that can help them survive this collision.11 alien species are available to you:-Greys-Reptiloids-Insectoids-Egyptian gods-Psychotrons-Biomorphs-Creatures-Machines-Galaxy Council-USSR – United Space Socialistic Republics-CultistsMore than fifty strategic variants to invade the Earth are
available to you. Large upgrade trees allow you to evolve in the midst of your invasion business. Aliens vs Earthlings - a banal theme for many strategy games. A banal theme turned upside down will make you feel like a leader of an alien invading army. It's up to you how to proceed. X-files won't help
earthlings, XCOM won't save earthlings. They will be dead or enslaved. Forward, my space general! Lead your army to victory! Be the plague, be the epidemic, evolve, kill, X-CORE. Galactic plague. Pro – A great strategy in which gamers have the rare chance to visit a skin of the most vicious alien
invaders and win the last planet Earth. We all know what ends each such scenario - almost successfully arranged a one A lone hero, the whole thing collapsed. No! This time it should be very considered approach to this event and prepare the basics well. Well, after just a sea of options. Supported
Android (4.1 and more) Ice Cream Sandwich (4.0 - 4.0.4),Jelly Bean (4.1 - 4.3.1),KitKat (4.4 - 4.4.4), Lollipop (5.1 0 - 5.1.1), Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1), Nougat (7.0 – 7.1.1), Oreo (8.0-8.1), Pie (9.0) X-CORE. Galactic plague. – Forward, my space general! Lead your army to victory! Be the plague, be the
epidemic, evolve, kill, conquer! APK MOD INFO Name of game: X-CORE. Galactic plague. VERSION: 1.26 Name of Cheat /Mod/ Hack (credits: wendgames): -Unlock all races -Mod Menu (Unlimited money /free upgrades) X-CORE. Galactic plague. MOD APK 1.26 (Mega Mod) Manual Steps: 1. Install
MOD Wendgames offers quality cheats, mod apk versions of your favorite Android games (only the most advanced and exclusive Android mods). You download many exclusive mod apk's with for the most popular Android games for Android. Our main focus is developing secure mods by analyzing game
security to deliver the most secure mods possible. Since 2013 we offer quality mods and we have been growing every day since then, we are here to stay. We are very helpful and friendly and this is what makes this site a very nice place for Android enthusiasts, with free and very fast downloads.
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